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Abstract 

In this paper, we give several ways to compute generalized local cohomology 
modules, specially usual local cohomology modules, by using Gorenstein 
injective resolutions. Also, we find some bounds for vanishing of generalized 
local cohomology modules. 

1. Introduction 

The local cohomology theory of Grothendieck [10] has proved to be an 
important tool in algebraic geometry, commutative algebra, and algebraic 
topology. 

Recently, some authors have studied the theory of local cohomology 
by using Gorenstein homological tool. 

Enochs and Jenda in [7] defined Gorenstein injective modules and 
also they introduced Gorenstein flat modules in their joint work with 
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Torrecillas [6]. Next, Sazeedeh [14]; Divaani-Aazar and Hajikarimi [5] 
studied the connection between local cohomology and Gorenstein 
injective modules. 

The aim of this article is to give some ways for computing generalized 
local cohomology modules by using Gorenstein homological resolutions. 
More precisely, let R be a Noetherian ring and a be an ideal of R. Assume 
that ]( )RDX ∈  and [ ( )RDY ∈  are two nonhomologically trivial 

complexes. Assume that P is a projective resolution of X and I is a 
bounded to the left complex of Gorenstein injective R-modules such that 

.YI   Then, we prove that ( ( )) ( ( )).,, IPHomYXRHomR RaRa ΓΓ   

This result extends Sazeedeh’s results [14, Section 3] to generalized 
local cohomology modules of complexes. 

In the sequel, we give several ways for computing generalized local 
cohomology modules and we deduce some bounds for vanishing of 
generalized local cohomology modules. 

2. Prerequisites 

Throughout this paper, R is a commutative Noetherian ring with 
nonzero identity and a is an ideal of R. 

2.1. Hyperhomology 

Throughout, we will work within ( ),RD  the derived category of         

R-modules. The objects in ( )RD  are complexes of R-modules and symbol 

  denotes isomorphisms in this category. For a complex X, its supremum 
and infimum are defined, respectively, by ( ) { ( ) }0sup:sup ≠∈= XHiX iZ  

and ( ) { ( ) },0inf:inf ≠∈= XHiX iZ  with the usual convention that  

( ) ( ) .inf,sup ∞=Φ−∞=Φ  
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Modules can be considered as complexes concentrated in degree zero. 
The full subcategory of complexes homologically bounded to the right 
(resp., left) is denoted by ]( )RD  (resp., [ ( )RD ). Also, the full subcategory 

of homologically bounded complexes will be denoted by ( ).RD  We 

denote the full subcategory of homologically bounded (resp., bounded to 

the right) complexes with finitely generated homology modules by ( )RD f  

(resp., ] ( )RD f ). For any complex X in ]( )RD  (resp., [ ( )RD ), there is a 

bounded to the right (resp., left) complex P (resp., I) of projective (resp., 
injective) R-modules, which is isomorphic to X in ( ).RD  A such complex    

P (resp., I) is called projective (resp., injective) resolution of X. Also, for 
any complex X in ]( ),RD  there is a bounded to the right complex F of flat     

R-modules, which is isomorphic to X in ( ).RD  A such complex F is called 

a flat resolution of X. 

2.2. Gorenstein dimension 

An R-module N is said to be Gorenstein injective, if there exists an 
exact complex I of injective R-modules such that ( )01 IIimN →≅  and 

( )IEHomR ,  is exact for all injective R-modules E. 

Also, an R-module M is said to be Gorenstein flat, if there exists an 
exact sequence F of flat R-modules such that ( )10 −→≅ FFimM  and 

that EF R⊗  is exact for all injective R-modules E. 

For a complex [ ( ),RDX ∈  its Gorenstien injective dimension is 

defined as: 

{ { }EElXGid lR 0supinf: ≠∈= −Z  is a bounded to the left complex of 

Gorenstein injective R-modules and }.XE   
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2.3. Derived functors 

The left derived tensor product functor ~R⊗−  is computed by 

taking a projective resolution of the first argument or of the second one. 
Also, the right derived homomorphism functor ( )~,−RRHom  is computed 

by taking a projective resolution of the first argument or by taking an 
injective resolution of the second one. 

Let a be an ideal of R. The right derived functor of a-section functor 

( ) ( )−=−Γ
→

,lim nRa
a
RHom

n
 is denoted by ( ).−ΓaR  So for a given complex 

[ ( ),RDX ∈  let I be an (every) injective resolution of X, then 

( ) ( ).IXR aa ΓΓ   Also, for any integer i, the i-th local cohomology module 

of [ ( )RDX ∈  with respect to a is defined by ( ) ( ( )).: XRHXH ai
i
a Γ= −  

Following [16], for any two complexes ]( )RDX ∈  and [ ( ),RDY ∈  we 

define ( ) ( ( ))YXRHomRYXR Raa ,:, Γ=Γ  and i-th generalized local 

cohomology module of ]( )RDX ∈  and [ ( )RDY ∈  with respect to a by 

( ) ( ( )).,:, YXRHYXH ai
i
a Γ= −  

3. Results 

We start this section by the following lemma, which is needed to 
prove the next theorem. 

Lemma 3.1. Let a be an ideal of R. Then every Gorenstein injective     
R-module is a coacyclica -Γ . 

Proof. See [14, Theorem 3.1]. Note that in the statement of that 
result, the ring is assumed to be Gorenstein. But, the author has not used 
this assumption.  � 

The following theorem is a main result of our paper which gives a 
way to compute the right derived functor of a-section functor, which 
extends [14, Section 3] to local cohomology modules of complexes. 
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Theorem 3.2. Let a be an ideal of R. Assume that [ ( )RDX ∈  and E 

is a bounded to the left complex of Gorenstein injective R-modules such 

that .XE   Then ( ) ( ),EXR aa ΓΓ   and so ( ) ( ( ))EHXH ai
i
a Γ= −  for all 

.Z∈i  In particular, ( ) ( ).inf XGidXR Ra ≤Γ−  

Proof. Let I be an injective resolution of X. Then IE   and hence    

[1, 1.1.I and 1.4.I] yields the existence of a quasi-isomorphism .: IE →α  
Now, ( )αCone  is an exact bounded to the left complex of Gorenstein 

injective modules. As any Gorenstein injective module is coacyclic-aΓ  by 

Lemma 3.1, by splitting ( )αCone  into short exact sequences and using    

[2, Corollary 6.1.8 a)], one can see that ( )( )αΓ Conea  is an exact sequence. Now, 

as [13, Lemma 2.4] asserts that ( )( )αΓ Conea  ( ( )),αΓaCone  we can deduce 

that ( ( ))αΓaCone  is also exact. Therefore ( ) ( ) ( )IE aaa Γ→ΓαΓ :  is a 

quasi isomorphism by [2, Lemma A.1.19], and so ( ) ( ) ( ).EIXR aaa ΓΓΓ   

So, ( ) ( ( ))EHXH ai
i
a Γ= −  for all Z∈i  and ( ) ( ).inf XGidXR Ra ≤Γ−  � 

We need to the following definition and lemma for providing a 
corollary to Theorem 3.2. 

Definition 3.3. A dualizing complex for R is a complex ( )RDD f∈  

such that the homothety morphism ( )DDRHomR R ,→  is an 

isomorphism in ( )RD  and D has finite injective dimension. 

Lemma 3.4. Assume that R possesses a dualizing complex and a is an 
ideal of R. Let M be an R-module. If M is Gorenstein injective, then 

( )MaΓ  is also Gorenstein injective. 

Proof. By [11, Chapter V, Corollary 7.2], R has finite dimension and 
so the assertion follows from [15, Theorem 3.2].  � 

The following is an immediate corollary of Theorem 3.2 and Lemma 
3.4 while was proven by a different method in [15, Corollary 3.3]. 
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Corollary 3.5. Assume that R possesses a dualizing complex and a is 
an ideal of R. For any [ ( ),RDX ∈  we have ( ) .XGidXRGid RaR ≤Γ  

Proof. Without loss of generality, we may and do assume that XGidR  

is finite, say t. Then, there is a bounded Gorenstein injective resolution   
E with length t such that .XE   So by Theorem 3.2, ( ) ( )EXR aa ΓΓ   and 

by Lemma 3.4, ( )EaΓ  is a Gorenstein injective resolution of ( )XR aΓ  with 

maximal length t. Hence ( ) .XGidXRGid RaR ≤Γ   � 

The following proposition is needed in the proof of Theorem 3.7. 

Proposition 3.6. 

(I) The class of Gorenstein flat R-modules is closed under direct sums. 

(II) The class of Gorenstein injective R-modules is closed under direct 
products. 

(III) Let M be a Gorenstein flat R-module and N be an injective               
R-module, then ( )NMHomR ,  is a Gorenstein injective R-module. 

(IV) Let M be a Gorenstein flat R-module and N be a flat R-module. 
Then NM R⊗  is a Gorenstein flat R-module. 

(V) Let M be a projective R-module and N be a Gorenstein injective          
R-module, then ( )NMHomR ,  is a Gorenstein injective R-module. 

Assume that R has a dualizing complex. 

(VI) Let M be a Gorenstein injective R-module and N be an injective         
R-module. Then ( )NMHomR ,  is a Grenstein flat R-module. 

(VII) Let M be a Gorenstein injective R-module and N be a flat          
R-module. Then NM R⊗  is a Gorenstein injective R-module. 

Proof. For the proofs of (I) and (II), see [12, Proposition 3.2 and 
Theorem 2.6], see [2, Theorem 6.4.2] for the proof of (III) and set RS =:  
in [3, Ascent table I (a), (e), (i) and (c)] for the proofs of (VI) and (VII).  � 
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Now, we present the following theorem, which gives some ways to 
compute generalized local cohomology modules. 

Theorem 3.7. Let a be an ideal of R. Assume that ( )RDYX ∈,  are 

two non-homologically trivial complexes. The following assertions hold: 

(I) Assume that ]( )RDX ∈  and [ ( ).RDY ∈  Let P be a projective 

resolution of X and I be a bounded to the left complex of Gorenstein 
injective modules such that .YI   Then ( ( )) ( RaRa HomYXRHomR ΓΓ ,  

( ))., IP  

(II) Assume that ]( )RDX ∈  and Q  is a bounded to the right complex 

of Gorenstein flat R-modules such that .XQ  If [ ( )RDY ∈  and I is an 

injective resolution of Y, then ( ( )) ( ( )).,, IHomYXRHomR aa QΓΓ   

Proof. (I) By Proposition 3.6 ( )NGHomR ,  is Gorenstein injective for 

all projective R-modules G and all Gorenstein injective R-modules N. 
Also, any direct product of Gorenstein injective R-modules is Gorenstein 
injective by Proposition 3.6 (II). So, ( )IPHomR ,  is a complex of 

Gorenstein injective R-modules. Now, as ( )IPHomR ,  is a bounded to the 

left complex by [2, Lemma A.2.2] and ( ) ( ),,, IPHomYXRHom RR    

Theorem 3.2 yields that ( ( )) ( ( )).,, IPHomYXRHomR RaRa ΓΓ   

(II) By using part (III) of Proposition 3.6 instead of part (V), the proof 
proceeds exactly as in (I), and so we leave it to the reader.  � 

Lemma 3.8. Let a be an ideal of R, ] ( )RDX f∈  and ( ).RDY ∈  

Then ( ( )) ( ( )).,, YRXRHomYXRHomR aRRa ΓΓ     

Proof. See [8, Proposition 6.1].  � 

We finish this paper by the following proposition that gives         
upper and lower bounds for vanishing of generalized local cohomology 
modules. We recall that for any ideal a of R and any complex ,X  

( ) ( )Xa
RRHomXadepth RR ,sup:, −=  and ( ) ( ).inf:, Xa

RXawidth L
RR ⊗=  
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Proposition 3.9. Assume that a is an ideal of R. 

(I) Let [ ( )RDY ∈  and ]( ),RDX ∈  then 

( ( )) ( ).,sup,sup XawidthYYXRHomR RRa −≤Γ  

Also, if R has a dualizing complex, then the following holds: 

(II) Let ( )RDX f∈  be a non-homologically trivial complex such that 

either its projective or injective dimension is finite and ( ),RDY ∈  then 

( ( )) .sup,inf YGidXYXRHomR RRa +≤Γ−  

Proof. (I) [2, Proposition A.4.6] asserts that ( ) [ ( )., RDYXRHomR ∈  

We have 

  ( ( )) ( ( ))YXRHomadepthYXRHomR RRRa ,,,sup −=Γ  

( ( ))YXRHoma
RRHom RR ,,sup=  

( )YXa
RRHom L

RR ,sup ⊗=  

( )Xa
RY L

R⊗−≤ infsup  

( ),,sup XawidthY R−=  

where the first equality follows from [9, 2.4.1], the third equality follows 
from [2, A.4.21] and the inequality follows from [2, A.4.6.1]. 

Now, assume that R has a dualizing complex. 

(II) Without loss of generality, we may and do assume that YGidR  is 

finite. By Corollary 3.5, the Gorenstein injective dimension of ( )YR aΓ  is 

finite, hence Lemma 3.8 and [4, Theorem 3.3] yield that 
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( ( )) ( ( ))YRXRHomYXRHomR aRRa Γ−=Γ− ,inf,inf  

( )YRGidX aR Γ+≤ sup  

.sup YGidX R+≤  

 � 
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